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Relationship between value creation and growth of a company: A case study of 
Sasken Technologies Ltd. 

Abstract 

Shareholder value creation is considered as today’s most explored concept. For any company to sustain and 
compete in this competitive market value creation is a major requirement. A company has to create value 
for their shareholders to attract them for a longer time. But there are many questions arise along with this 
concept. Among them one is a company with high growth rates are generally create high returns to 
shareholders and company with low growth rates are likely to realize low returns. But it is also said that not 
every business could generate value by growing all the time. This research paper is analyzing this concept by 
taking a sample company for 12 years period starting from 1996-97 to 2007-08. This study is concentrating 
on value creating and value destroying growth of a company and find out whether there is any relationship 
between value creation and growth of a sample companies.  
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Introduction 

One of the most frequently used terms in business today is shareholder value. It is believed that to earn 
profit should not the only target for a company but to create value for all stakeholders is also very 
important. A journey to earn value for shareholders is also benefited to other stakeholders. There is an 
important role of a growth in the process of value creation by any company. A sustainable profitable 
growth is one of the strongest value driver for a company to create value for shareholders. According to 
Doorley and Donovan (1999) if a company does aspire to a high level of achievement, it must grow and 
companies with a near fanatical focus on the growth outperform all other company. There are numbers of 
parameters which shows the company’s financial performance. Among them certain are pure financial 
and certain relates with economics. It is said that companies having high growth rates certainly create 
high value for their shareholders. But this will not be always the case. Growth can be value creators and 
sometime value destroyers. Nowadays there are numbers of new measurements available which shows 
that company is creating value or destroying value for their shareholders. Economic Value Added (EVA) 
is one of the very widely used and popular measurements for value based performance measurement. It 
is founded by Stern Stewart and company in the year 1991 and it is very late accepted concept in India. 
Internationally there are lots of companies who implemented EVA in their financial performances. 
Because of some calculation and reporting issues, Indian companies still not willing to adopt EVA in their 
financial report. 

Literature review  

Worthington and West (2001) has provided a survey of EVA’s fundamental concept and few analyses of 
value added performance measures. They also explained adjustments and their applicability to NOPAT 
and capital invested. They have shown the limitations in the existing literature and also suggest future 
directions for research. There is an obvious requirement to examine the usefulness of EVA vis-a-vis 
traditional financial statement measures in an alternative institutional milieu. Most research in this area 
has tended to concentrate on either cross-sectional data or panel data with a relatively small number of 
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time series. Examination of EVA over a longer time frame would allow greater empirical certainty on its 
status as a corporate performance measures. 

Ramezani C., Soenen L.,Jung A.(2002) have provided an empirical study on the relationship between 
corporate profitability metrics and company’s earning or sales growth. They have taken the recent value 
based measures like EVA and MVA as value metrics and company’s sales growth as earning growth 
metrics. They also made an attempt to find out if companies with high growth rate also generate value or 
high EVA. To prove their objectives they have taken approximately 2156 U.S companies for the period 
1990 through 2000 (11 years). They have applied different statistical method like multiple regression to 
analyze their objectives.  Finally they conclude that maximizing growth does not maximize corporate 
profitability or shareholder value. 

Mrs. Eswara M. (2015) has made an attempt to determine whether the selected companies able to 
generate or destroying shareholder’s wealth. In this research study shareholder’s wealth has calculated 
and analyzed in terms of EVA for the selected six companies from cement industry listed in NSE for the 
period of five years starting from 2009-10 to 2013-14. In this study individual analyze of each company 
with graphical presentation is given. Finally this study concluded that all the selected six companies have 
generated shareholder’s value by generating positive economic value addition. Most of all the selected 
company is generating positive EVA throughout the five years which means company has created 
shareholder’s wealth and not destroying it. 

How to calculate eva 

EVA=NOPAT-(CE×WACC) 

Calculation of NOPAT and Economic Capital require certain adjustments like 

1) NOPAT= ( PAT+ Non recurring Expenses + Revenue expenditure on R & D+ Interest + Goodwill 
written off + Provision for Taxes) – Non recurring Income- R & D amortization- cash operating 
Taxes. 

2) Economic capital= Net Fixed Assets+ investments + Current Assets – (NIBCLs + Miscellaneous 
expenditures not written off + Intangible assets) – (Cumulative Non – Recurring Losses + 
Capitalized Expenditure on R & D + Gross Goodwill) – Revaluation Reserve – Cumulative Non-
Recurring Gains. 

Company profile 

Sasken Technologies Ltd., is an communication solutions company, offers telecommunication software 
services and solutions primarily to network original equipment manufacturers, mobiles terminal vendors 
and semiconductor company world wide. It is a public limited company based in Banglore, India. In 
December 2016, Sasken was rated in the leadership zone for the semiconductor and telecommunication 
categories in the Zinnov Zones-2016 product engineering services. 

According to business Today survey, Sasken was ranked the second best company to work for in India in 
2005 (rated first in 2004). 
 

Objectives 

1) To find out there is any relationship between value metrics and growth measurements. 
2) To find out financial performance of a sample company by taking 12 years long period. 
3) To find out economic performance of a sample company by taking new value based performance 

measurement like EVA. 
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Hypothesis 

H01:  There is no relationship between ROACE and Sales Revenue, EBIT, PAT, Net Worth. 

H11:  There is relationship between ROACE and Sales Revenue, EBIT, PAT, Net Worth. 
 

Research method 

In this study correlation technique is used to prove the hypothesis. And the result of correlation is 
presented in Table No. 3. 

TABLE 1 

       

TABLE 2 

          

 

 

       

YEAR 
Sales 
Revenue EBIT PAT 

Net 
Worth ROACE ROANW 

Growth 
 in Op. 
T./O. 

N.P. 
growth 
rate  

1996-
97 162.57 55.01 44.3 71.88 53% 79% 105% 204% 
97-98 284.07 88.06 78.98 162.34 53% 67% 75% 78% 
98-99 470.36 146.27 122.27 244.81 43% 60% 66% 55% 
99-00 759.16 258.86 148.61 759.4 27% 30% 61% 22% 
00-01 1428.33 348.52 281.06 1017 28% 32% 88% 89% 
2001-
02 1086.27 -72.91 

-
156.39 905.23 -9% -16% -24% -156% 

2002-
03 1092.55 76.46 12.73 1012.55 4% 1% 1% 108% 
2003-
04 1661.3 170.18 183.51 1137.48 16% 17% 52% 1342% 
2004-
05 2417.7 237.89 227.8 1419.38 18% 18% 46% 24% 
2005-
06 2675.44 249.93 229.16 3850.2 9% 9% 27% 1% 
2006-
07 3663.07 448.15 381.31 4220.73 11% 11% 55% 93% 
2007-
08 3892.5 377.51 249.35 4588.38 10% 9% 20% -11% 

YEAR EVA 

2000-01 202.73 

2001-02 -326.06 

2002-03 -242.87 

2003-04 33.47 
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YEAR Sales Revenue EBIT PAT NET WORTH 

1996-97 162.57 55.01 44.3 71.88 

97-98 284.07 88.06 78.98 162.34 

98-99 470.36 146.27 122.27 244.81 

99-00 759.16 258.86 148.61 759.4 

00-01 1428.33 348.52 281.06 1017 

2001-02 1086.27 -72.91 -156.39 905.23 

2002-03 1092.55 76.46 12.73 1012.55 

2003-04 1661.3 170.18 183.51 1137.48 

2004-05 2417.7 237.89 227.8 1419.38 

2005-06 2675.44 249.93 229.16 3850.2 

2006-07 3663.07 448.15 381.31 4220.73 

2007-08 3892.5 377.51 249.35 4588.38 
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TABLE 3 

  SR EBIT PAT NET WORTH ROACE 

SR 1 
    EBIT 0.73666 1 

   PAT 0.67324 0.95503 1 
  NET WORTH 0.94986 0.69683 0.61453 1 

 ROACE -0.57698 -0.08364 0.04603 -0.53246 1 
 
Analysis 
 

Generally it is believed that maximization of sales revenue, growth in earnings or other metrics will help 
to create value for shareholders. In our analysis we have used statistical method of correlation to analyze 
the correlation between growth metrics with value parameters. But in our analysis there is a very weak 
correlation between ROACE with PAT and negative correlation between ROACE with Sales revenue, EBIT 
and Net worth. ROACE is considered as one of the very old and trusted value based measure which is 
widely used as performance measure of any company. This traditional value based measure compare 
with growth metrics like sales revenue, EBIT, PAT and Net worth. Our analysis said that maximization of 
growth does not mean to maximization of value. EVA is considered as a modern value based metric and 
we also used this measure in graphical presentation. As there is no sufficient data about EVA we cannot 
use EVA in correlation technique. But in both the way 2001-02 and 2002-03 is considered as a very 
crucial year for Sasken Technologies Ltd., because all the performance metrics either growth or value 
based are showing negative or degraded result. 
  
Conclusion and suggestions 

Finally it is concluded with the sample company and correlation technique that it is not necessary if any 
company is having high growth rate must increase value for their shareholders. Company’s growth can be 
value generators and may be value destroyers. Moreover the sample company has shown only four years 
data about EVA so there is no possibility to provide any statistical analysis on this data. That is why only 
graphical presentation is given on this data. This study also suggests that there must be some mandatory 
rules laid down on companies to produce and present EVA in their financial report. That will make 
annual report more transparent and reliable.  
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